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Particle-in-cell simulations of multiple ionization of small molecules in a strong laser field

Kenichi Ishikawa* and Thomas Blenski
Service des Photons, Atomes et Mole´cules, Centre d’Etudes Nucle´aires de Saclay, Commissariat a` l’Energie Atomique,

91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France
~Received 30 June 1999; published 10 May 2000!

We present one-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations of multielectron dissociative ionization~MEDI! of
diatomic and linear triatomic molecules exposed to an intense subpicosecond laser pulse. Our method allows
us to deal with all the electrons and nuclei explicitly, and to follow the temporal evolution of MEDI. The
simulation results confirm that ionization probability is strongly enhanced at a certain critical internuclear
distance. This occurs when the internal potential barriers surpass the external one and electrons are localized in
higher potential wells. The mechanism of enhanced ionization in a diatomic and a triatomic molecule can be
understood in a similar way, though all three potential wells participate in it for the triatomic case. Neverthe-
less, the occurrence of ionization is not necessarily localized at the critical distance. In addition, our simula-
tions show that there is no significant difference in the final charge state of ion fragments between diatomic and
linear triatomic molecules. The relative smallness of the critical distance in our results may suggest that not
only the ionization taking place preferably near the critical distance, but also the non-Coulombic nature of the
molecular potential curves, cause the experimentally observed kinetic-energy defects.

PACS number~s!: 33.80.Rv, 31.15.Lc, 33.80.Eh, 82.50.Fv
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the advent of high-intensity (.1014 W/cm2),
short-pulse (,1 ps) lasers, there has been growing inter
in the study of intense laser interaction with molecules. M
ecules exposed to a strong laser field undergoes a pro
called multielectron dissociative ionization~MEDI! @1–5#, in
which multiple ionization is accompanied by dissociatio
Since the ionization process is generally faster than the
sociation process at such high intensities, the simplest m
of MEDI may be the Coulomb explosion:~in the case of a
diatomic molecule! the total kinetic energy of resulting io
fragments of chargesq1 and q2 is given by Ecoul
5q1q2 /Re , where Re is the equilibrium internuclear dis
tance of the molecule. Experiments have revealed, howe
that the measured kinetic energyEexpt is lower than this for
all fragmentation channels~the differenceEcoul2Eexpt is
called the kinetic-energy defect!, and that the ratio
Eexpt/Ecoul does not depend much on laser wavelength
pulse duration in spite of the potential complexity of t
phenomena. These results have led experimentalists
speculate that ionization to higher charge states takes p
preferably at a certain effective distance given
(Ecoul/Eexpt)Re @4#.

Theoretical modeling of the ionization of molecules
intense laser fields is a challenging subject involving
nonlinear, nonperturbative response. Several authors@6–11#
found a possible explanation for the above experime
findings: the ionization probability of molecular ions d
pends on internuclear distance, and strongly peaks at a
tain critical distanceRc larger thanRe , and the value ofRc
does not vary significantly between subsequent ioniza
stages. Most of this work, however, used a single active e
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tron approximation and was, therefore, strictly applica
only for one-electron molecular ion such as H2

1 , while the
production of multiply charged ions has by its nature
many-electron character. The first theoretical work to tr
all the electrons was probably that of Brewczyk and c
workers @12–14#. They solved hydrodynamic equations fo
electron cloud based on one- and two-dimensional tim
dependent Thomas-Fermi models. Their results raise
question as to the genuineness of enhanced ionization,
they instead suggested that the screening of the escapin
fragments by ejected electrons may be responsible for
kinetic-energy defect. This qualitative discrepancy betwe
the outcomes of the two groups of models has motivated
to develop an alternative dynamical model of MEDI.

In this paper we present one-dimensional particle-in-c
~PIC! simulations of MEDI of a Cl2 molecule in an intense
laser field, based on the Vlasov equation. The electron cl
is represented as an assembly of classical test particles,
of which moves according to Newton’s equations of motio
The motion of the test particles models the evolution of
electron distribution function in phase space. The effect
quantum mechanics is taken into account only in the ini
electron-density distribution calculated with one-dimensio
Thomas-Fermi theory. Although the interaction of electr
magnetic fields with atoms and molecules requires, in p
ciple, quantum-mechanical treatments, classical treatm
have been successfully applied in case of intense laser fi
@15–19#. In our model we need not fix the nuclei. Thus o
method allows us to follow the temporal evolution of MED
Our simulations reconfirm the enhancement of ionizat
probability in a certain range of internuclear distance. T
can be connected to the rise of the internal potential bar
and the resulting nonadiabatic electron localization in o
potential well. On the other hand, the results of the pres
study do not support the idea of the ejected-electron scre
ing of ion fragments proposed in Refs.@12–14#.

Furthermore, we apply our PIC method to a linear t
ic
©2000 The American Physical Society08-1
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KENICHI ISHIKAWA AND THOMAS BLENSKI PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063408
atomic molecule. Hering and Cornaggia@20# in their experi-
ments compared ion yields in the laser-induced multiple i
ization of CO, O2, and N2 with those of CO2, CO2, and
N2O, respectively, and found that the multicharged-ion p
duction is similar for the diatomic and linear triatomic mo
ecules. On the theoretical side, Seidemanet al. @21# studied
the multiple ionization of a triatomic molecule using on
dimensional quantum-mechanical calculations with a sin
active electron approximation, and showed that the ion
tion rate of a triatomic molecule increases dramatically
either bond or both bonds are stretched to the same cri
distance observed in the diatomic case. Their results indi
that the lowest two potential wells are involved in the e
hanced ionization. In Ref.@21#, however, the ionization effi-
ciency of a triatomic molecule is not compared explici
with that of a diatomic molecule. In order to compare t
ionization behavior of diatomic and triatomic molecules
rectly, we simulate the MEDI of a fictitious Cl3 molecule.
We again find enhanced ionization at a certain internuc
distance again. Its mechanism is similar to that in a diato
molecule but is slightly different from that in Ref.@21#, as
we will discuss below. Moreover, our results show that
enhanced ionization is triggered at a smaller internuclear
tance than in the diatomic case.

The present paper is organized as follows. Section II
scribes our simulation method. After the brief summary
the PIC method, we discuss the initial test particle distrib
tion in phase space. In Sec. III we apply the method to
MEDI of a Cl2 molecule in an intense laser field. In partic
lar, we discuss the ionization probability enhancement in
tail. In this section the comparison of our results with tho
of the hydrodynamic model is also included. In Sec. IV w
apply our simulation method to the MEDI of a fictitious C3
molecule, and discuss the mechanism of ionization enha
ment in a linear triatomic molecule. The conclusions a
given in Sec. V. We briefly mention the scaling property
our model in the Appendix.

II. SIMULATION METHOD

In this section we describe our simulation method of m
tiple ionization of a diatomic molecule. Its extension to
linear triatomic molecule is straightforward.

A. Dynamical model

We consider a diatomic molecule aligned along with t
electric-field vector of linearly polarized laser light. Th
alignment is believed to occur in strong-field laser irradiat
of diatomic molecules@6,7,22–24#. In order to simplify the
calculations, we confine the motion of electrons and nucle
one dimension. One-dimensional theoretical models h
been used in the study of intense-field interaction with ato
@25–27# and H2

1 molecules@28#, and have turned out to b
able to account for the essential relevant physics. We ex
that one-dimensional approximations are more reliable in
case of aligned diatomic molecules.

In our model, the electron cloud is represented by an
sembly ofNp identical test particles. Each test particle ha
06340
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massmp52Z/Np and a chargeqp522Z/Np , whereZ is
the charge number of the nuclei. We use atomic un
throughout this paper unless otherwise stated. The pos
and velocity of test particlei are denoted byxi and v i , re-
spectively. Test particles have the same charge-to-mass
as electrons. In order to generate the electron densityr(x)
from particle positions, we introduceNg space-fixed grids of
stepDx. The densityr j on grid j ( j 51, . . . ,Ng), whose po-
sition is Xj , is calculated as

r j5
2Z

Np
(
i 51

Np

S~xi2Xj !, ~1!

where S(x) is a weighting function which satisfie
Dx( j 51

Ng S(x2Xj )51 for anyx. In the present study, we us
the third-order Spline function@29#. The motion of test par-
ticles is governed by Newton’s equations

dxi

dt
5v i ,

dv i

dt
5 f i52

]

]x
Feff~xi ,t !. ~2!

Here the effective potentialFeff(xi ,t) is given by

Feff~x,t !52
Z

Ab21~x2xL!2
2

Z

Ab21~x2xR!2

1E
2`

` r~x8!

Ac21~x2x8!2
dx81xE~ t !, ~3!

where b and c are smoothing parameters which are co
monly used in one-dimensional models to remove the C
lomb singularity@27#, xL andxR are the positions of the firs
~left! and second~right! nuclei, respectively, andE(t) is the
laser electric field. In practice, the effective potential
evaluated only on grids fromr j and E(t) by use of fast
Fourier transform. Let us denote its value on gridj by Feff, j .
The force f i acting on ani th test particle can be evaluate
either with the momentum-conserving expression@29#

f i5(
j 51

Ng

S~xi2Xj !F j , ~4!

where

F j52
Feff, j 112Feff, j 21

2Dx
, ~5!

or with the energy-conserving expression@29#

f i52Dx(
j 51

Ng

Feff, j

]

]xi
S~xi2Xj !. ~6!

The results presented in the present paper are obtained
the energy-conserving algorithm. We have found that the
of the momentum-conserving algorithm yields virtually th
same results. The motion of the nuclei is calculated also fr
Newton’s equations.
8-2
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PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS OF MULTIPLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063408
dxL,R

dt
5vL,R ,

dvL,R

dt
5

f L,R

M
, ~7!

whereM is the nuclear mass. The forcef L acting on the left
nucleus, for example, is calculated from

f L5
Z2~xL2xR!

uxL2xRu3
2E

2`

` Zr~x8!~xL2x8!

@b21~xL2x!2#3/2
dx81ZE~xL!.

~8!

Using thus evaluated forcesf L , f R , and f i ( i
51, . . . ,Np), we calculate the new values ofxL , xR , andxi
by integrating the equations of motion in a time stepDt. In
the present study the Verlet method@30# is employed for the
time integration, though the use of the leap-frog method@29#
does not affect results much. We proceed to the next t
step by beginning again with density weighting Eq.~1!.

Let us briefly remark on the connection between
present method and time-dependent density-functio
theory. The simulation method described above belong
the category of the PIC method, which is widely used
plasma physics@29# and intense-laser interaction with solid
@31#. The test particles can be regarded as Lagrangian m
ers embedded randomly in the electron gas whose evolu
is described by the kinetic Vlasov equation, and moving w
it through phase space@32#. Although the Vlasov equation is
of relevance to classical particles, it can be also derived
the leading order of a semiclassical\ expansion of the time-
dependent Kohn-Sham equations@33–35#.

B. Initial particle distribution

While test particles and nuclei move according to t
classical equations of motion, the effects of quantum m
chanics are partially taken into account in the initial dist
bution of test particles.

The positionsxi of test particles are initially distributed
according to the ground-state density of the molecule, ca
lated using the one-dimensional Thomas-Fermi mo
@12,13#. In this model, the total energy of the molecule
expressed as

E@r,R#5Ekin1Een1Eee, ~9!

where

Ekin5AE r2~x!dx, ~10!

Een52E Z

A~x2R/2!21b2
dx2E Z

A~x1R/2!21b2
dx,

~11!

Eee5
1

2E E r~x!r~x8!

A~x2x8!21c2
dxdx8. ~12!

HereR is the internuclear distance,b andc are the smoothing
parameters that already appeared in Eq.~3!, andA is a uni-
versal constant. The minimization of the energy functio
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@Eq. ~9!# with respect tor(x) with the constraint that the
system contains a fixed number of electrons, leads to
following coupled equations:

F~x!12Ar~x!5F0 , ~13!

F~x!52
Z

Ab21~x2R/2!2
2

Z

Ab21~x1R/2!2

1E
2`

` r~x8!

Ac21~x2x8!2
dx8. ~14!

A constantF0 vanishes in the case of neutral molecule
Since Eqs.~13! and~14! are linear, they can be solved usin
the Fourier transform technique. By minimizingE further
with respect toR, one obtains the equilibrium internuclea
distanceRe .

We apply this model to a Cl2 (Z517,M56.243104)
molecule. The values ofA, b, andc are determined in such
way that they give reasonable physical properties of the
atomic molecules, such as binding energies and equilibr
internuclear separations. Brewczyk and co-workers@12,13#
found that the parameter setA50.3, b51.22, andc51.65
yields the equilibrium internuclear separationRe53.8 a.u.
and the binding energyD50.11 a.u., in agreement with th
experimental values@36# Re53.76 a.u. andD50.091 a.u.
We use this parameter set.

As an initial electron distributionf (r ,v) in phase space
we choose the following stationary solution of the Vlas
equation@33#:

f ~r ,v!5Cu„EF2@v2/21F~r !#…, ~15!

where EF is the Fermi energy, andC is a constant. This
distribution does not yield the kinetic-energy density of t
form Ar2 as in Eq.~10! in one dimension. In fact, the one
dimensional version of Eq.~15! leads to a kinetic-energy
density proportional tor3. Brewczyk and co-workers@12,13#
chose the formAr2 by experimentation with possible form
of the kinetic-energy functional. This choice can be reco
ciled with Eq.~15! through the following considerations. W
assume that the velocity of electrons is distributed virtua
in two dimensions, i.e.,

f ~x,vx ,vy!5
1

4pA
u„2F~x!2~vx

21vy
2!/2…. ~16!

For neutral moleculesEF vanishes, and the coefficien
1/(4pA) has been determined so that Eq.~10! is satisfied. It
should be emphasized that the introduction ofvy , they com-
ponent of the velocity, is nothing more than a mathemati
trick to construct a stable initial state of a model molecu
Time evolution is considered exclusively in one dimensi
~the x direction!, and they component of the velocity of tes
particles is assumed not to change in time.

In the present dynamical model, the distribution given
Eq. ~16! will decay into a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution in
practice through collisions between test particles, and it
stationary state only in the limit of a large number of te
8-3
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KENICHI ISHIKAWA AND THOMAS BLENSKI PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063408
particles. In Fig. 1 we plot the electron densityr(x) in the
model Cl2 molecule for three different times. The electro
cloud consists of 500 000 test particles which are rando
distributed in phase space according to Eq.~16! at t50.
r(x) remains virtually unchanged for 100 fs, except f
small fluctuations and a slight drift of the whole molecu
The results shown in what follows have been obtained w
the test particle numberNp5500 000 unless otherwis
stated. As a simple check of the dynamical model, we h
verified that it reproduces molecular vibrations in the a
sence of laser fields as is shown in the inset of Fig. 1, wh
displays the free oscillation of the internuclear distanceR(t).
The period of oscillation~34 fs! is shorter than the experi
mental value~59 fs! @36#. The present model overestimat
the stiffness of the molecular potential. These results
similar to those obtained from the time-dependent Thom
Fermi model~see Fig. 1 of Ref.@12#!.

III. COULOMB EXPLOSION OF DIATOMIC MOLECULES
IN AN INTENSE LASER FIELD

We have performed the PIC simulations for a model C2
molecule in an intense subpicosecond laser pulse. The s
of the laser-field envelope is chosen to be proportiona
sine squared.

Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the molecular cha
Qmol of Cl2 exposed to the laser field of frequencyv
50.0746 a.u., maximal amplitudeEmax50.6 a.u., and pulse
length @full width at half maximum ~FWHM!# t520T,
whereT denotes the optical period~2.03 fs!. The former two
correspond to wavelengthl5610 nm and a peak intensit
of 1.331016 W/cm2, respectively. Note that the amplitud
of the electric field is maximum att520T540.7 fs. The
molecular chargeQmol is defined as

Qmol52Z2E
xL2a

xR1a

r~x!dx, a53 a.u. ~17!

The time evolution of the internuclear distanceR is shown in
Fig. 3.

FIG. 1. Calculated electron density distributionr(x) in the ab-
sence of laser field att50 fs ~solid line!, 40 fs ~dashed line!, and
100 fs~dotted line!. Inset: Internuclear distance~a.u.! as a function
of time ~fs! for free oscillations of Cl2 for small internuclear excur-
sions away fromRe .
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As soon as the laser is switched on att50, the molecule
begins to be ionized. With the increase of laser field,
ionization proceeds gradually, while the internuclear dista
hardly changes, since the molecule is trapped in a well of
potential-energy curve of a molecular ion. For example,
potential energy curve calculated using the one-dimensio
Thomas-Fermi model for Cl2

21 has a local minimum nea
the equilibrium internuclear distance of neutral molecu
@12#, which implies that Cl2

21 is metastable. In fact, severa
theoretical @37,38# and experimental@38,39# studies have
confirmed that Cl2

21 and even Cl2
31 are metastable. As the

molecular charge reachesQmol'3.5 att'22 fs, the two nu-
clei begin to separate from each other due to Coulomb re
sion, while the ionization rate remains nearly constant
spite of the increasing laser electric field. Att'29 fs, where
R'4.15 a.u., the ionization rate is suddenly enhanced.
can see that the ionization rate reaches its maximumt
'30 fs and that the enhanced ionization continues untt
'33 fs, whereR'5.2 a.u. Once the enhanced ionizatio
has started, the internuclear distanceR increases rapidly due
to a strong Coulomb repulsion. AfterR has passed throug
the region of enhanced ionization, nearly no more ionizat
occurs. Thus ionization is completed before the laser int
sity reaches its maximum att540.7 fs.

FIG. 2. Evolution of the molecular chargeQmol of a Cl2 mol-
ecule~solid line! and the degree of ionization of a Cl atom~dashed
line! irradiated by the laser electric field with wavelengthl
5610 nm, a peak intensity of 1.331016 W/cm2 and a pulse length
~FWHM! of 20T, whereT denotes the optical period~2.03 fs!. Note
that the laser intensity is maximum att520T540.7 fs.

FIG. 3. Evolution of the internuclear distanceR of a Cl2 mol-
ecule irradiated by the same laser electric field as for Fig. 2. In
Expanded view of the region of enhanced ionization.
8-4
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PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS OF MULTIPLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063408
We plot several typical test particle trajectories in Fig.
This figure illustrates the oscillation, ejection, and escape
test particles.

A. Ionization probability enhancement

Let us examine the enhancement of the ionization r
observed at 14T,t,17T (28 fs,t,34 fs! in more details.
In order to check if this is caused simply by increasing la
electric field, we have simulated the ionization of a Cl ato
in the same laser field~the dashed line of Fig. 2!. In this case
the ionization rate changes smoothly through the wh
course of ionization. Moreover, the final charge state of
ions in the molecular case (5.01 per ion! is significantly
higher than in the atomic case (3.21) in agreement with
experimental findings@40#. These observations confirm th
the sudden increase of ionization rate found in the molec
case is not due to the laser field increase. Several theore
studies@6–11# have suggested that the ionization probabil
of diatomic molecules depends sensitively on the inter
clear distance and peaks at somecritical distance Rc larger
than the equilibrium distanceRe . Constant and co-worker
@41,42#, in their experiments using pump-probe pulses w
variable delays, confirmed that the ionization probability o
I2

21 molecule depends strongly on its internuclear distan

FIG. 4. Examples of test particle trajectories for the case of F
2. ~a! Two loosely bound particles. Initially they oscillate betwe
two atomic wells, and are ejected from the outer wall of the l
potential well. The particle with a solid line comes back to t
molecule three times but passes through it and flies away.~b! A
tightly bound~solid line! and an intermediately bound~dashed line!
particles.~c! This test particle is initially localized in the right we
and ejected beyond the internal potential barrier directly to the c
tinuum.
06340
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The appearance of the enhanced ionization can be rel
to the relative height of two barriers in the effective potent
Feff . Figure 5 shows the snapshots of the effective poten
for the case of Fig. 2 at four different times. The two atom
potential wells are superposed on the linear potential of
oscillating electric field. In each snapshot we can see
potential barriers. Let us call the one between the two pot
tial wells the internal barrier, and the other one the exter
barrier. In this figure, we have also plottedFeff(x)
12Ar(x) with dashed lines. As can be seen from Eq.~13!,
this function has a constant value ifFeff andr are the solu-
tions of the Thomas-Fermi equations. Thus this function p
mits us to estimate how well the electron cloud adjusts its
to the instantaneous effective potential. This should not
however, confused with the highest occupied energy lev

In the early stage of the ionization@see Fig. 5~a!#, the
internal potential barrier is lower than the external on
Loosely bound electrons are scarcely affected by the inte
barrier and can move throughout the molecule@Fig. 4~a!#,
while the motion of tightly bound electrons is constrained
one potential well@Fig. 4~b! solid line#. In Fig. 4~c! we can
also see that the originally intermediately bound test part
is affected by increasing laser field and becomes sync
nized with it; it is localized in the left well during the firs
half-optical cycle and in the right well during the secon
half. In such a situation the electron cloud can adjust itsel
the effective potential quite well, which is confirmed by th
fact that the dashed line, representing (Feff12Ar), of Fig.
5~a! is nearly constant. This leads to charge oscillation in
molecule as is seen in Fig. 6. In this stage, stripping off
loosely bound charge~test particles! takes place mainly on
the outer walls of the potential wells. Typical trajectories
ejected test particles are shown in Fig. 4~a!.

At the beginning of the ionization rate enhanceme
@14.75T, Fig. 5~b!# the internal and external barriers are a
most equally high, and later@15.25T, Fig. 5~c!# the internal
barrier becomes higher than the external one. This leads
qualitative change in ionization mechanism. The rising int

.

t

n-

FIG. 5. Effective potential curves for the case of Fig. 2 at~a!
t59.25T, ~b! 14.75T, ~c! 15.25T, and ~d! 18.25T. Dashed lines
represent the functionFeff(x)12Ar(x), which is a measure of
adiabaticity of the electron cloud~see text!.
8-5
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KENICHI ISHIKAWA AND THOMAS BLENSKI PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063408
nal potential barrier disturbs the motion of test particles, a
this results in a nonadiabatic localization of electronic cha
in the upper well, which can be clearly seen from the das
lines in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c!. Here we use the term ‘‘localiza
tion’’ to mean that during the half-optical cycle a substant
part of electrons~or test particles! remain in the upper po
tential well rather than make an adiabatic transition to
lower well. Localization of a similar type was also report
in quantum-mechanical calculations of the ionization of
H2

1 ion @8# and of diatomic molecules@6,7#. In this situa-
tion, adiabatic treatments of molecular ionization are
longer justified. Now if test particles localized in the upp
atomic well are sufficiently energetic to overcome the int
nal barrier, they can directly escape the molecule to the c
tinuum. This enhances the ionization probability drama
cally. An example of trajectories of such escaping t
particles is shown in Fig. 4~c!. Let us note a qualitative dif-
ference between this trajectory and the ones in Fig. 4~a!. In
the former, the test particle is initially localized in one p
tential well and escapes the molecule across the other po
tial well.

The direct ‘‘over-the-internal-barrier’’ escape of the ele
trons can also be confirmed in Fig. 6, which shows the te
poral behavior of the electronic charges belonging to the
(QL) and right (QR) nuclei. They are defined as

QL5E
xL2a

xm
r~x!dx, QR5E

xm

xR1a

r~x!dx, ~18!

wherexm5(xL1xR)/2. From this figure we can see that du
ing the period of enhanced ionization, the decrease of
charge belonging to one nucleus does not entirely resu
the increase of the charge belonging to the other nucl
The missing charge has passed to the continuum. In Tab
we list the times at whichQL and QR reach local minima.
Before the enhanced ionization begins, the minima are
cated neart5( l 1 1

4 )T and (l 1 3
4 )T, where l is an integer.

The electron cloud motion is in phase with the laser fie
However, aftert514T, the minima are seen to be delaye
considerably with respect to the corresponding extrema
the laser field, which implies that the electron cloud can
follow the laser field due to the rising internal potential ba
rier.

FIG. 6. Evolution of the electronic chargesQL andQR belong-
ing to the left and right nuclei, respectively, for the case of Fig.
06340
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By t518.25T @Fig. 5~d!# all loosely and moderately
bound electrons are gone, and the remaining charge is s
in the atomic wells. In fact, we can see in Fig. 6 that t
charge oscillation between the two wells has disappeared
this time. Thus ionization has been shut off.

In the above we have seen that the ionization probab
is dramatically enhanced for the internuclear distan
4.15 a.u.,R,5.2 a.u. It should be noted, however, th
only less than half of the ejected charge is stripped off dur
this interval, while more than four electrons are ejected
fore the nuclei separate from each other significantly. Mo
over if we plot the molecular chargeQmol as a function of the
internuclear distanceR ~Fig. 7!, we find that ionization even
is not localized in quite a small range ofR nearRc . It is true
that the ionization probability is enhanced there, but the la
intensity is sufficiently high for ionization to proceed eve
before the internuclear distance reachesRc , and the nuclei
separate from each other rapidly due to strong Coulomb
pulsion once the enhanced ionization begins. Hence the
ization occurs sequentially as the internuclear distance
creases.

Let us make a brief remark on the kinetic energy of t
resulting ion fragments. Although the final kinetic energy
the ions can be calculated in the present model, it is no
much use to compare it with experimental values, since
have assumed that the nucleus-electron and electron-ele

.

TABLE I. The times at which the electronic charges belongi
to the left (QL) and right (QR) nuclei reach their local minima
during the interval 9T,t,16T. They are given inT ~optical peri-
ods!.

QL QR

8.78 8.27
9.77 9.27

10.76 10.27
11.77 11.27
12.77 12.26
13.78 13.27
14.85 14.32
15.90 15.37

FIG. 7. Molecular chargeQmol as a function of internuclea
distanceR ~a.u.! for the case of Fig. 2.
8-6
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interactions are expressed by a ‘‘soft Coulomb’’ potential
in Eq. ~3!, and not by a pure Coulomb potential. Thus w
compare the critical distanceRc here. In most previous work
the critical distanceRc is obtained for each charge state fro
the evaluations of the ionization probability or of the thres
old as a function of internuclear distance. Since the pres
model simulates the temporal evolution of ionization, we
not obtain the corresponding value ofRc . Nevertheless,
from Figs. 2 and 3 we may say that the ionization ra
reaches a maximum atR'4.4 a.u., which may be taken a
the value ofRc . Its ratio toRe is 1.2. This is smaller than th
values reported in the previous work@6–11#, and it alone
cannot completely explain the kinetic-energy defect o
served experimentally. Moreover, since a Cl2 molecule is
triply ionized almost atRe , the kinetic-energy defect fo
Cl2

31→Cl11Cl21 and Cl2
41→Cl211Cl21 channels@4#

cannot be understood in terms of enhanced ionization.
kinetic-energy defect probably stems not only from ioniz
tion taking place preferably at a critical distance larger th
Re , but also from the fact that real potential-energy curves
molecular ions are different from Coulombic ones (q1q2 /R).
Safvan and Mathur@43# showed that dissociation via non
Coulombic potential-energy curves of N2

q1 yields lower val-
ues of kinetic energies than would be expected from ca
lations using purely Coulombic potentials. Theoretic
calculations of potential energy curves of Cl2

q1 @37# and
I2

q1 @42# using multireference configuration interactio
methods have revealed that there are significant energy
fects from the corresponding Coulombic curves, due to
sidual chemical bonding.

B. Comparison with the hydrodynamic model

Our model of the MEDI of diatomic molecules allows u
to deal with all the electrons and nuclei explicitly. To th
authors’ knowledge, the only such approach which was p
viously published is the hydrodynamic model based on
time-dependent Thomas-Fermi theory@12–14#. Interestingly
our results are qualitatively different from those in Re
@12–14#.

One remarkable result of the hydrodynamic simulation
that the ejected electron cloud does not expand rapidly
that the screening of the ion fragments by this electron cl
may be sufficient to explain the kinetic-energy defect. On
contrary, in our results, ejected test particles rapidly mo
away from the molecule, as can be seen in Figs. 4~a! and
4~c!. It is true that some of ejected test particles return to
molecule in the oscillating electric field, but they are in mo
cases so energetic that they just pass through the mole
and go away@see Fig. 4~a!, solid line#. As a simple model,
let us consider the motion of a free electron in an oscillat
electric fieldE0sinvt. If its position and velocity att50 are
x0 and v0, respectively, its positionx as a function oft is
given by

x~ t !5x01
E0

v2
sinvt1S v02

E0

v D t. ~19!

The second and third terms on the right-hand side repre
06340
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the oscillation and drift, respectively. We have found that
motion of ejected test particles can be roughly modeled
this equation. For E050.3 a.u. (5Emax/2) and v
50.0746 a.u., the oscillation amplitude isE0 /v2554 a.u.,
and the second term of the drift velocity isE0 /v54.0 a.u.,
which corresponds to a drift of 34 a.u. per optical perio
Hence ejected test particles readily move away from the m
ecule. As a consequence, the screening of the ion fragm
by an enclosed electron cloud is not observed in our mo

In the hydrodynamic model, it is assumed that intera
tions between electrons are so dominant that the electron
is in local thermodynamic equilibrium at each moment@44#.
This assumption may be questionable for a description of
ejected charge. Under such an assumption, even if an e
tron is accelerated by a laser field, it is immediately dece
ated through interactions with neighboring electrons. T
may explain why the electron cloud does not expand rapid
and why the enhancement of ionization probability is n
observed in the hydrodynamic model. On the other hand,
PIC model describes the situation where electrons unde
few collisions. Such test particles that have obtained su
cient energy from the laser field can readily escape from
molecule. Moreover, our model, based on the Vlasov eq
tion, allows test particles of different velocities to reside ne
one another, in contrast with the hydrodynamic approa
We believe that these facts make our approach more suit
for modeling the ionization of molecules in an intense la
field.

It should be stressed that the above discussion is no
deny possible roles of the screening byboundelectrons. In
fact, we consider that the experimentally observed kine
energy defect is caused by a combination of ionization tak
place preferably at a critical distance larger than the equi
rium internuclear distance and of significant charge-den
distributions of bound electrons~not of ejected free elec
trons! in the internuclear region, as we mentioned at the e
of Sec. III A

IV. ENHANCED IONIZATION IN A TRIATOMIC
MOLECULE

In Sec. III we have seen that the laser interaction w
diatomic molecules (Cl2) yields ions of much higher charg
than in case of atoms (Cl) thanks to enhanced ionizat
Now the question arises of whether ionization is further e
hanced in the case of triatomic linear molecules. If the io
ization mechanism in a triatomic molecule is similar to t
diatomic case, the yields of highly charged ions will be sim
lar for diatomic and triatomic molecules. Conversely, if
qualitatively different mechanism appears due to the in
play of the three atomic wells, it is expected that high
charge state is observed in triatomic molecules than in
atomics.

We have performed PIC simulations for a linear triatom
molecule in an intense laser field. It is straightforward
extend the simulation method described in Sec. II to a
atomic molecule. As a model molecule we have chose
fictitious Cl3 molecule composed of three Cl nuclei situat
on a line in equilibrium with the same distance as the eq
8-7
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KENICHI ISHIKAWA AND THOMAS BLENSKI PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063408
librium internuclear distance~3.8 a.u.! of Cl2. We also use
the same values of the parametersA, b, and c as before.
Although these choices might appear to be unrealistic, t
enable us to compare directly the ionization behavior o
diatomic and a triatomic molecule, excluding effects ste
ming from other factors such as different bond lengths a
constituting atoms. The results shown in this section h
been obtained with the test particle numberNp5750 000.

Figure 8 shows the time evolution of the molecular cha
Qmol of Cl3 exposed to the same laser field as for Fig.
Similarly to Eq.~17! it is defined as

Qmol53Z2E
xL2a

xR1a

r~x!dx, a53 a.u., ~20!

whereZ517. We can see the signal of enhanced ionizat
for 12T,t,16T (24 fs,t,32 fs), and the final value o
Qmol is 15.7. In Table II we summarize the final ion char
states for the cases of Cl, Cl2, and Cl3. This table tells us tha
the ion charge obtained in the laser irradiation of linear
atomic molecules are only slightly higher than in case
diatomic molecules while in the latter much more high
charged ions are yielded than in case of atoms. This ob
vation is in agreement with the finding in recent experime
@20#.

In order to examine the mechanism of enhanced ion
tion in triatomic molecules, in Fig. 9 we plot the effectiv
potential Feff ~solid lines! and the function Feff(x)
12Ar(x) ~dashed lines! at three different times. The latter i
a measure of adiabaticity of the electron cloud as we
cussed in Sec. III A. This time each snapshot has three
tential barriers: two internal and one external.

In the early stage of the ionization@9.25T, Fig. 9~a!#, the
internal barriers are lower than the external one. The das

FIG. 8. Evolution of the molecular chargeQmol of a Cl3 irradi-
ated by the same laser electric field as for Fig. 2.

TABLE II. The charge states of ion fragments from Cl, Cl2, and
Cl3.

Atom or molecule Charge state

Cl 3.2
Cl2 4.9 ~left!, 5.0 ~right!
Cl3 5.6 ~left!, 4.6 ~center!, 5.5 ~right!
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line is nearly constant: the electron cloud can adjust itsel
the effective potential relatively well. At the beginning o
enhanced ionization@12.25T, Fig. 9~b!#, the right internal
barrier becomes higher than the external one, while the
internal one is still lower than the external one. In such
situation, the motion of loosely bound electrons are p
turbed by the right internal barrier, and electronic localiz
tion occurs in the highest potential well@the rightmost well
in Fig. 9~b!#. The left internal potential barrier is not suffi
ciently high to perturb significantly the electronic motio
between the left two potential wells. These can be seen f
the fact that the dashed line is relatively constant through
left two wells, while it is higher in the rightmost well. Thu
the lowest and central atomic wells behave like one poten
well as a whole. If test particles localized in the highe
atomic well have sufficient energy to overcome the rig
internal potential barrier, they can directly escape the m
ecule to the continuum, which leads to the enhancemen
ionization. Att514.25T @Fig. 9~c!# the lower internal barrier
surpasses the external barrier, and hinders the motion
loosely bound test particles between the lowest two ato
wells. The resulting nonadiabatic electronic charge locali
tion in the central well as well as in the highest well aga
leads to ionization enhancement.

It was argued in Ref.@21# that in a stage corresponding t
Fig. 9~b! the one-step ‘‘through-the-internal-barrier’’ ioniza
tion from the middle potential well is not possible, and th
ionization takes place via the resonance tunneling mec
nism. It is also argued that in a later stage correspondin
Fig. 9~c! the through-the-internal-barrier mechanism follow
ing the localization of the charge in the middle potential w
is a main channel of ionization. In both stages, Seidem
et al. @21# did not refer to the possibility of ionization from
the highest potential well. Our results, on the other ha
show that the ‘‘over-the-internal-barrier’’ ionization from th
highest potential well is possible in both stages. In particu
this is a main ionization mechanism in the early stage
enhanced ionization@Fig. 9~b!#, where the lower internal bar
rier is still lower than the external barrier. Due to this fa

FIG. 9. Effective potential curves for the case of Fig. 8 at~a!
t59.25T, ~b! 12.25T, and ~c! 14.25T. Dashed lines represent th
function Feff(x)12Ar(x), which is a measure of the adiabaticit
of the electron cloud.
8-8
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PARTICLE-IN-CELL SIMULATIONS OF MULTIPLE . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 063408
the ionization enhancement is triggered at a smaller inte
clear distance~3.95 a.u.! than in the diatomic case~4.15
a.u.!. Although our model, in which the motion of test pa
ticles is classical, does not include tunnel effect, its res
imply that the through-the-internal-barrier ionization fro
the highest potential well may exist in quantum-mechan
situations.

It should be noted that, although all three atomic wells
participate in ionization enhancement, as we have s
above, its mechanism is essentially the same as in a diato
molecule: nonadiabatic~partial! localization of electronic
charge in higher potential wells due to rising internal pote
tial barriers and the direct over-the-internal-barrier escap
the localized charge to the continuum. This explains t
there is little further ionization enhancement in a linear
atomic molecule with respect to the diatomic case.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a one-dimensional particle-in-
~PIC! simulation of multielectron dissociative ionizatio
~MEDI! of a Cl2 molecuse and a fictitious Cl3 molecule in an
intense laser field. In our model the dynamics of all the el
trons and nuclei is taken into account. The effects of qu
tum mechanics are partially included in the initial electr
density distribution, which is calculated from a on
dimensional Thomas-Fermi model. The present model
ables us to follow the evolution of the MEDI process d
namically.

In simulations for a Cl2 molecule, we have reconfirme
that the ionization rate is strongly enhanced at a certain ra
of internuclear distance. To the authors’ knowledge,
present dynamical model is the first to confirm the existe
of enhanced ionization by treating all the electrons and
clei explicitly. The enhanced ionization is connected to
rise of the internal barrier of the effective potential and t
resulting nonadiabatic localization of electrons in the up
potential well. However, the internuclear distances at wh
ionization events take place are not necessarily localize
the critical distance but are distributed over a relatively w
range. In view of the relative smallness of the critical d
tance obtained in our simulations, we consider that exp
mentally observed kinetic-energy defects are caused b
combination of the enhanced ionization at a critical dista
larger than the equilibrium internuclear distance and the n
Coulombic nature of the potential energy curves of Cl2

q1 .
Our results do not support the idea of the ejected-elec
screening of ion fragments. In our model the ejected e
trons rapidly fly away from the molecule. Such a dynam
screening, proposed in Refs.@12–14#, may be an artifact due
to the application of the hydrodynamic approach to
MEDI process.

In the comparison of ionization behavior of Cl2 and Cl3,
we have found that the final charge state of the ion fragme
from the triatomic molecule is not increased significan
with respect to the diatomic case, in agreement with exp
mental findings@20#. All three potential wells are involved in
ionization enhancement in a linear triatomic molecule.
particular, ionization from the highest potential well, whic
06340
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was not mentioned in the previous work@21#, has been found
to occur. The mechanism of the enhanced ionization i
linear triatomic molecule is similar to the case of a diatom
molecule. Although we have applied our model to diatom
and triatomic molecules, it is straightforward to extend t
model to treat multiatomic molecules or to small clusters
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APPENDIX: SCALING PROPERTY

One of the elegant features of the original Thomas-Fe
model@45,46# of an atom is that the electron density and t
atomic potential scale with atomic numberZ. Photoabsorp-
tion spectra of an atom@47# and an ion in a plasma@48#
calculated within the framework of linearized Bloch’s hydr
dynamic equations combined with the Thomas-Fermi the
also has a scaling property withZ. As for the one-
dimensional version of the model, it scales not only withZ
but also with respect to the smoothing parametersb and c
@13#. In this appendix we show that the dynamical mod
used in the present study also scale with respect to the ato
number and the smoothing parameters.

Let us first change the atomic number fromZ to Z̄5aZ,
where a is an arbitrary positive constant. It can be eas
shown that ifF(x) andr(x) are the solutions of Eqs.~13!

and ~14! with F050, then the scaled potentialF̄(x)
5aF(x) and densityr̄(x)5ar(x) are the solutions of the
same equations corresponding to atomic numberZ̄. Consis-
tently, the densityr̄ j on grid j calculated from Eq.~1! with Z̄

in place ofZ satisfiesr̄ j5ar j . If we multiply Eqs.~2! and
~3! by a and define,t̄ 5t/Aa, F̄eff5aFeff , Ē( t̄ )5aE(t),
f̄ i5a f i , and v̄ i5Aav i , we obtain

dxi

d t̄
5v ī ,

dv̄ i

d t̄
5 f̄ i52

]

]x
F̄eff~xi , t̄ !, ~A1!

F̄eff~x, t̄ !52
Z̄

Ab21~x2xL!2
2

Z̄

Ab21~x2xR!2

1E
2`

` r̄~x8!

Ac21~x2x8!2
dx81xĒ~ t !. ~A2!

These equations have the same forms as Eqs.~2! and ~3!.
This implies that if thexi(t)’s are the test particle trajectorie
8-9
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for the atomic numberZ and the electric fieldE(t), the
xi(Aat)’s are the trajectories for the atomic numberaZ and
the electric fieldaE(Aa t).

Let us next examine the scaling property with respec
the smoothing parametersb andc. We changeb andc by the
common factorsb→b̃5bb andc→ c̃5bc, whereb is again
an arbitrary positive constant. Accordingly, we scalex̃5bx

and R̃5bR. If we set F̃( x̃)5F(x)/b, F̃05F0 /b, and
r̃( x̃)5r(x)/b, Eqs.~13! and ~14! lead to

F̃~ x̃!12Ar̃~ x̃!5F̃0 , ~A3!

F̃~ x̃!52
Z

Ab̃21~ x̃2R̃/2!2
2

Z

Ab̃21~ x̃1R̃/2!2

2E
2`

` r̃~ x̃8!

Ac̃21~ x̃2 x̃8!2
dx̃8. ~A4!

Thus, if we know the Thomas-Fermi potentialF(x) for the
smoothing parametersa and b and the initial internuclear
distanceR, we readily obtain the corresponding potential f
nd

ev

m,
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ett

h

v.
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ng
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o

the parametersbb, bc, andbR by (1/b)F(x/b). The intro-
duction of the scaled quantitiest̃ 5b3/2t, F̃eff( x̃, t̃ )
5Feff(x,t)/b, f̃ i5 f i /b2, ṽ i5v i /Ab, and Ẽ( t̃ )5E(t)/b2

allows us to rewrite Eqs.~2! and ~3! as

dx̃i

d t̃
5 ṽ i ,

dṽ i

d t̃
5 f̃ i52

]

] x̃
F̃eff~ x̃i , t̃ !. ~A5!

F̃eff~ x̃, t̃ !52
Z

Ab̃21~ x̃2 x̃L!2
2

Z

Ab̃21~ x̃2 x̃R!2

1E
2`

` r~ x̃8!

Ac̃21~ x̃2 x̃8!2
dx̃81 x̃Ẽ~ t̃ !, ~A6!

These equations have again the same forms as Eqs.~2! and
~3!. Therefore, we can express the particle trajectories in
laser fieldE(t/b3/2)/b2 for smoothing parametersb̃ and c̃

and the initial internuclear distanceR̃ as bxi(t/b
3/2), once

the trajectoriesxi(x) in the field E(t) are obtained for the
corresponding parametersb, c, andR.
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